Head beats as pitch-accompanying visual correlates of primary and secondary lexical stress: evidence from Stockholm Swedish compounds
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Abstract

This study examines the interplay of (verbal) prosody with (visual) head and eyebrow movements in a 24-minute corpus of Swedish television news readings. The paper focuses on ‘double’ beat gestures, asking whether their occurrence relates to a word’s lexical prominence structure (simplex; compound), to lexical tonal prosody (Accent 1; Accent 2), or rather to prominence levels (+/- focal accent; +/- nuclear position).

The results suggest that double eyebrow beats are a marginal phenomenon. Double head beats are also rare (only 28 of the 688 words annotated for head beats in our 4088-word corpus), but their usage follows a clear pattern: There is no preference for the nuclear position, but a strong preference to occur on a focally-accented compound (Accent 2), which is usually realized with two pitch peaks. In conjunction with previous findings on (single) head beats, the present results suggest that a head beat in this type of data can associate with lexical (primary or secondary) stress in case the stressed syllable is also marked by a (tonal or intonational) pitch peak.

Index Terms: audio-visual prosody, pitch accent, gesture, multimodality, prominence, nuclear accent

1. Introduction and background

A growing body of evidence on audio-visual, or multimodal prosody suggests that elements of verbal prominence, such as pitch accents, are frequently accompanied by visual beat gestures, i.e. rapid movements of a hand, the head, or an eyebrow, e.g. [1]-[15]. Occasional ‘double’ beats by the head were observed in a recent, preliminary study on head and eyebrow movements in Swedish television news readings [13]. The results of that study suggest that double head beats might be restricted to Accent 2 words, and more specifically to compounds, which contain two lexical stresses in Swedish. If corroborated, such findings might suggest an association of head beats to lexical stress.

Using a crucially enlarged corpus, the present study further explores the occurrence of such complex beats and whether it relates to a word’s basic prominence structure (one vs. two lexical stresses), to lexical tonal prosody (Accent 1 vs. Accent 2), or rather to prominence level (+/- sentence accent; +/- nuclear position).

1.1. Stress and tonal prosody in Stockholm Swedish

Swedish is a pitch accent language, where each prosodic word carries one of two so-called word accents, Accent 1 or Accent 2 [16]. Phonologically, the distinction can be conceived of as a timing distinction, where Accent 1 is modelled as an early fall (H+L*) and Accent 2 as a late fall (H*+L) in the stressed syllable in the Stockholm variety [17]. Monosyllabic words can only have Accent 1. That is, the distinction between Accent 1 and Accent 2 only applies to words with at least one post-tonic syllable; i.e. the minimal structure required for Accent 2 is a disyllabic word with initial stress. The word accents are assigned according to phonological and morphological rules and do not reflect different prominence levels [18]. In many varieties including Stockholm, however, we can distinguish between two phonological tonal prominence levels which are orthogonal to the word accent contrast: a lower level which has been referred to as ‘non-focal’ [19] or recently as ‘small’ accent [20], and a higher level, referred to as sentence accent [17], focal accent [19], or recently as ‘big’ accent [20]. The focal or big accents arise from an additional H-tone that is realized in sequence with the basic H=L pattern of the small accents. Focal Accent 1 (H+L* H) typically surfaces as a single peak in the stressed syllable. Focal Accent 2 (H*+L H) retains its first peak and surfaces with two peaks (Figure 1), where the second peak falls into the post-tonic syllable in simplex words, and in the secondary stressed syllable in compounds.

In addition to the tonal word accent distinction, Swedish exhibits variable lexical stress. A morphologically simplex word has one lexically specified stressed syllable, while a compound word usually has two (irrespective of its number of elements), a primary and a secondary one. Word accent is phonologically associated with (primary) stress. Compounds are as a rule assigned Accent 2. However, there are a few lexicalized compounds that exhibit a simplex-word stress pattern (only one stress) along with Accent 1, such as trädgård ‘garden’ (literally ‘tree-yard’) or the days of the week, e.g. fredag ‘Friday’ [21]. In addition, there are some derivational suffixes such as -bar which introduce a secondary stress and thereby generate formal simplex words that behave,
prosodically, like compounds, e.g. *underˌbar 'wonderful'*. Finally, there are some prefixes that have a similar effect, taking primary stress and leaving secondary stress on the word stem, likewise resulting in a prosodic compound, e.g. *orˌsak 'reason'*. Finally, there are indications that the nuclear position is a relevant concept in Swedish, similar to intonation languages [22].

1.2. Audio-visual integration of prominence

During the last two decades, research on the connection of gestures with speech and prosody in particular has become increasingly vivid [1]-[15]. These studies have shown that prosodic prominence is frequently accompanied by so-called beat gestures, which are understood as rapid movements whose function is related to rhythm or prominence, rather than to encode a meaning. They are thus different from other types of gestures such as deictic gestures, iconic gestures, or emblems [23]. Beats can be produced by different parts of the body, e.g. hands, head or eyebrows.

Beats from different modalities (such as head and eyebrow) can either occur on their own or they can form a cluster of visual markers. In such cases, they seem to pattern in certain ways with respect to their temporal alignment with the pitch accent or the stressed syllable, see [2], [5], [7], [9], [24] and [25]. For instance, it has been shown that head beats are usually aligned with the stressed syllable [26], whereas eyebrow beats tend to align before the head beat [25].

There is also evidence that the perceptual strength of a verbal prominence is a good predictor for the occurrence of head and eyebrow beats, as well as their clustering: moderately prominent words have been shown to more likely coincide with a beat (head or eyebrow but seldom both) than non-prominent words, while only strongly prominent words were likely to coincide with a head-eyebrow cluster [6]. Such a cumulative interplay of beat gestures with verbal prominence has been partly corroborated by acoustic data for Swedish [15], although head and eyebrow beats also appear to exhibit a cue trading relation [12].

1.2.1. Differential usages of head and eyebrow movements

Previous findings on different languages and genres are, however, not always converging when it comes to the communicative functions fulfilled by head and eyebrow movements, respectively. The two visual modalities might fulfill equivalent functions in the sense that either the one or the other can be used as a visual cue to prominence [6]. Alternatively, they might assume crucially different roles in multimodal prominence coding, as has been suggested for Swedish news readings [14].

First, head beats have been found to occur very frequently in news readings (23% and 24% of all words in a Dutch [6] and a Swedish corpus [14], respectively), and in the Swedish case, much more frequently than eyebrow beats (7% of words). Although their distribution within a given read text has been argued to encode aspects of information structure, their density suggests that they do not only occur on individual words that are marked as important in the discourse [14]. It would appear that head beats cooperate with focal accents in Swedish news readings in the construction of a sentence’s basic rhythmical structure.

In contrast, eyebrow movements were found to be used more in connection with specific, emotionally loaded words, or connected to information structure, e.g. marking contrastive focus ([5], [14]), relating more to higher-level, i.e. sentence- or discourse-level, highlighting.

These interpretations of the distribution or usage of head vs. eyebrow movements appear to be well in line with the findings on temporal alignment reported in 1.2 above: head beats align in time with a stressed syllable, and they are used in a similar manner as sentence-level pitch accents. Together, these findings suggest that head beats, but not generally eyebrow beats, associate with the stressed syllable in a similar manner as pitch accents do.

Another piece of evidence in favour of this tentative conclusion comes from a previous study of a smaller corpus of Swedish news readings [13]. This study reported occasional ‘double’ head beats – but no double eyebrow beats – with reference to a word. These double head beats predominantly occurred in compounds, i.e. words that have two stresses (cf. 1.1), which again suggests that head beats might associate with lexical (although either primary or secondary) stress.

1.3. Research question

The observations concerning double head beats reported in 1.2.1 are rather preliminary since only 9 were detected (of which 7 were found in compounds) in a corpus of about 1000 words of news speech [13]. Therefore, the present study further investigates the differential nature of head and eyebrow beats (cf. 1.2.1) by examining the occurrence of ‘double’ beats in an enlarged corpus of Swedish news readings.

Given the cumulative prominence function of head and eyebrow movements (cf. 1.2), an alternative hypothesis for the usage of double beats could be that an increased complexity of the visual cue is a correlate of a higher level of prominence.

In order to solve this issue, we examine patterns of occurrence of complex (i.e. ‘double’) beats asking whether they are conditioned by the lexical stress pattern of a word (simplex; compound), its lexical tonal category (Accent 1; Accent 2), by a focal accent or the nuclear position.

2. Method

2.1. Materials

The corpus used in this study consists of 142 short news-readings from Swedish TV (SVT Rapport), each one to three sentences long, comprising about 24 minutes of speech by five speakers (see Table 1). The recordings were retrieved on DVD from the National Library of Sweden (Kungliga Biblioteket). A subset of this material was used in [13] and [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker (sex)</th>
<th>Recordings</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Duration (min:sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander (m)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>05:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filip (m)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>04:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina (f)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>03:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelle (m)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>06:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia (f)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>04:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>142</strong></td>
<td><strong>4088</strong></td>
<td><strong>24:39</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of recordings, words and total duration for each speaker.
2.2. Annotations

The recordings were transcribed in ELAN [27], manually segmented into words using Praat [28], and then annotated for head movements (HB for ‘head beat’), eyebrow movements (EB for ‘eyebrow beat’) and focal accents (FA) in ELAN. Each word was annotated for the presence vs. absence of HB, EB and FA. A word was annotated for HB or EB if the head or an eyebrow moved rapidly in one direction, roughly within the time span of a word. Temporal onsets and offsets of movements were not labelled and slower movements spanning several words were ignored. In the event of two separate rapid movements within a word, such a ‘double movement’ was annotated as 2xHB or 2xEB, respectively. This label was introduced after a pilot annotation had revealed occasional double head movements [13].

Focal accents were annotated manually by listening and with the help of the F0 contour display in Praat, but without access to the video channel. A focal accent was annotated according to phonological criteria, i.e. if there was a H-tone recognizable in the F0 contour (cf. 1.1 and Fig. 1).

Two slightly differing annotation procedures were applied to a newer part of the corpus (111 files) and an older part (31 files that were used in previous studies, see 2.1.). For the older part, full annotations were performed by three labellers each. These three annotations were then converted to a single consensus annotation, where an annotation of e.g. HB was counted as such in the event of an agreement between at least two labellers. For the newer part of the corpus, two new labellers annotated either HB or EB in one portion of the files, and vice versa in the remaining files. The EB-labeller of a given file also annotated FA in the same file during a second round of annotations.

A subset of 13 files (12% of the newer part) was fully annotated by both labellers for reliability testing. Inter-rater reliability was tested by means of Cohen’s kappa [30], confirming good reliability (FA: $\kappa=0.77$; HB: $\kappa=0.69$; EB: $\kappa=0.72$), and by means of Fleiss’ kappa [29] for the older part of the corpus (3 labellers), again, confirming fair to good reliability (FA: $\kappa=0.88$; HB: $\kappa=0.77$; EB: $\kappa=0.77$).

Additionally, all words with a 2xHB annotation were tagged for lexical pitch accent category (Accent 1; Accent 2), lexical stress pattern (simplex; compound), and position in the intonational phrase (nuclear; non-nuclear).

3. Results

In this data, 688 words were annotated for head movements (16.8%). Among these words, 28 2xHB annotations were found (4%), compared to 660 single HB annotations (96%).

Figure 2 displays an analysis of the 28 2xHB annotated words according to the factors word accent (Accent 1 vs. Accent 2), simplex (usually 1 stress) vs. compound word (2 stresses), focal- vs. non-focal accent, and nuclear vs. non-nuclear position. Only one of the 28 words is not focally accented and only three are Accent 1 words; fyrtixoxe ‘forty-six’, kriminaliseras ‘to be outlawed’ and förbud ‘ban’. The one word without a focal accent is a compound (dödsorsaken ‘cause of death’). Of the remaining 25 Accent 2 words, 22 are compounds (79% of all words, 88% of Accent 2 words). The three simplex Accent 2 words are berättade ‘told’, tredje ‘third’ and åtalar ‘to be prosecuted’. The last of these, åtalar, is composed of tala ‘to tell’ (the -s suffix marks the passive) and the prefix å-, thereby containing two stresses (cf. 1.1).

There is no apparent preference for nuclear accent, i.e. the last FA in a phrase. One of the 28 words was excluded from this categorization since it is not focally accented. Of the other 27 words, 14 are in nuclear position (52%) and 13 are not (48%). However, speakers show different preferences. Nine of Pelle’s 11 2xHB annotations coincide with a nuclear accent. None of Sofia’s nuclear accents carry a 2xHB annotation. Alexander does not show any strong preference for nuclear (4 words) or non-nuclear accents (6 words). For the other speakers, there was only one instance of 2xHB (Katarina: nuclear, Filip: non-nuclear). The nuclear accents of each speaker with the respective percentage are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Number of focal accents and nuclear accents produced in combination with 2xHB for each speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Focal Accents</th>
<th>Nuclear Accents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filip</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelle</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9 (82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14 (52%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Number of tokens of the combinations of variables found with a 2xHB annotation, excluding nuclear accent. Percentages are given in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination of Variables</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FA + Acc2 + Comp</td>
<td>21 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA + Acc2</td>
<td>3 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc2 + Comp</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA + Acc1</td>
<td>3 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, excluding nuclear accent, Table 3 shows how complex head beats correlate with the combination of phonological tonal prominence level (focal vs. non-focal accent), lexical stress pattern (simplex vs. compound) and word accent category (Accent 1 vs. Accent 2). It is clear that focal accent,
compound and Accent 2 is the combination receiving the majority of double head beats (75%).

Most of the words accompanied by a 2xHB annotation are focal Accent 2 words (86%), i.e. with a two-peaked F0 contour (cf. Fig. 1). Of these 24 focal Accent 2 words, 22 have two stresses (92%), either due to compounding or to affixation of the type ’åtalas (cf. 1.1.). Of all 535 focal Accent 2 words in the corpus, 286 (53%) have two stresses, and of the 205 focal Accent 2 words with a HB in the corpus, 103 (49%) have two stresses. This shows that two-stressed words are grossly over-represented in focal Accent 2 words associated with a complex head beat, but not in words accompanied by a single head beat or without any head movement. Therefore, in comparison to other two-peaked words, two-stressed words are much more likely to be accompanied by double head beats.

In the 142 files, 19 words were annotated for eyebrow movements (0.47%) of which only three words were annotated for 2xEB (< 0.1%). Two of the 2xEB words were Accent 2 words, none of which was a compound. All of them were annotated for E4 but none for NA. One of them also carried a 2xHB annotation, one a simple HB and one no annotation for head beat at all.

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we asked whether complex (‘double’) beat gestures produced by the head and the eyebrows in Swedish television news readings were conditioned by either of the following prosodic features of a word: lexical stress structure (simplex; compound), lexical tonal category (Accent 1; Accent 2), phonological prominence level (focal; non-focal), or position in the intonational phrase (nuclear; non-nuclear). Although only a relatively small number of 2xHB/2xEB tokens were observed, the results are conclusive and reliable as they are taken from a relatively large corpus.

The results show that double eyebrow beats are a marginal phenomenon in the present type of data, which we take as strong evidence for our interpretation of previous research presented in 1.2 above. That is, eyebrow beats exhibit a crucially different pattern of occurrence in contrast to head beats. For the latter, our results provide further support for the assumption of an association with lexically stressed syllables.

No correlation was observed between the occurrence of 2xHB and nuclear position, but a strong correlation was found with phonological tonal prominence level (focal vs. non-focal accent), with lexical stress pattern (simplex vs. compound) and with word accent category (Accent 1 vs. Accent 2). These results suggest that a double beat is not merely a signal of ‘stronger prominence’, since we would have expected 2xHB annotations evenly distributed across both word accents in that case, as well as for both simplex and compound words, and possibly more frequently in connection with nuclear accents. However, there is some relation to prominence, as 2xHB annotations almost exclusively co-occur with focal accents. At the same time, 2xHB annotations also predominantly occur on Accent 2 compound words. One possible explanation for this is that double pitch peaks in focal Accent 2 words (see Fig. 1) attract double head beats. However, simplex Accent 2 words were by far less frequent among the 2xHB words than compounds, indicating that the important prerequisite for a 2xHB to occur seems to be two stresses, not Accent 2. This might indicate that a head beat requires a lexically stressed syllable, be it primary or secondary stress, to associate with.

Head beats are obviously not an obligatory feature of lexical stress, but if they are added to the multimodal prosodic make-up of a word, they might require a lexical stress position to dock onto. We could think of a stressed syllable as a beat bearing unit, in analogy to the concept of tone bearing unit in intonational and tonal phonology. This interpretation is well in line with previous findings on the temporal alignment of head beats with the stressed syllable (cf. 1.2.), but future research will have to examine temporal head-stress alignment in more detail, also considering secondary stress in compounds.

However, a head beat does not represent a visual cue to stress only, as almost all 2xHB co-ocurred with a focal accent. A possible explanation for this finding is that head beats align with a stressed syllable on the one hand, similar to a pitch accent, but that they generally also require a focal accent. However, results based on a subset of the present corpus clearly show that this is not a valid assumption, as single head beats frequently occur on words lacking a focal accent [14]. Nevertheless, this previous study also showed that head beats still prefer to coincide with a word that is at least non-focally accented (‘small’ accent, cf. 1.1.), rather than with completely de-accented words [14]. This offers an alternative explanation suggesting that a head beat functions as a visual enhancement of a tonally-encoded prominence, where this prominence may well represent a low phonological level.

Our present results confirm this explanation while they also provide a refinement: A focal Accent 2 word is realized with two pitch peaks, and in the case of compounds, the two peaks are aligned with the primary and secondary stressed syllable, respectively. Accordingly, each head beat is associated with a tonally-encoded prominence, although the tones involved relate to different phonological prominence levels, i.e. that of stress and that of sentence accent (cf. 1.1.). Thus, the phonological nature of the tone involved appears to be irrelevant; the crucial aspect is that it causes a pitch peak.

For Stockholm Swedish news readings, we can draw the following overall conclusion from the present findings in conjunction with previous results [14]: If a head beat is to be applied in the prosodic realization of a given word, it requires a lexically-stressed syllable (primary or secondary) to associate with, which is phonetically made prominent by means of a pitch peak. We might therefore characterize head beats as optional pitch-accompanying visual correlates of primary or secondary lexical stress.

Previous studies have shown that beats from different modalities can have substantially different functions. However, since results from studies on different languages and genres have not always concurred in this respect, differential usages of head and eyebrow beats should be classified as a potential rather than a constraint. This study has refined this emerging understanding of the interplay of verbal and visual prominence cues, suggesting that head beats can be integrated in prosodic prominence at a basic phonological level.
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